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A b s t r a c t .  In the li terature we find two classes of algorithms which, on 
the basis of two views of a scene, recover the rigid transformation be- 
tween the views and subsequently the structure of the scene. The first 
class contains techniques which require knowledge of the correspondence 
or the motion field between the images and are based on the epipolar 
constraint. The second class contains so-called direct algorithms which 
require knowledge about the value of the flow in one direction only and 
are based on the positive depth constraint. Algorithms in the first class 
achieve the solution by minimizing a function representing deviation from 
the epipolar constraint while direct algorithms find the 3D motion that,  
when used to estimate depth, produces a minimum number of negative 
depth values. This paper presents a stability analysis of both classes of 
algorithms. The formulation is such that  it allows comparison of the ro- 
bustness of algorithms in the two classes as well as within each class. 
Specifically, a general statistical model is employed to express the func- 
tions which measure the deviation from the epipolar constraint and the 
number of negative depth values, and these functions are studied with 
regard to their topographic structure, specifically as regards the errors in 
the 3D motion parameters at the places representing the minima of the 
functions. The analysis shows that  for algorithms in both classes which 
estimate aJ1 motion parameters simultaneously, the obtained solution has 
an error such that  the projections of the translational and rotational er- 
rors on the image plane are perpendicular to each other. Furthermore, 
the estimated projection of the translation on the image lies on a line 
through the origin and the projection of the real translation. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

St ruc tu re  f rom m o t i o n  (SFM) ,  one of the  centra l  p rob l ems  in c o m p u t a t i o n a l  
vision,  a m o u n t s  to  the  fol lowing p rob lem:  Given  mu l t i p l e  views of  a scene, to  
recover the  r igid t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  between any two views and  the  s t ruc tu re  of  the  
i m a g e d  scene. Ex is t ing  pub l i ca t ions  t r ea t  the  p rob l e m using two b r o a d  classes 
of  approaches ,  differential (where the  views are close toge ther )  and  discrete 
(where  the  views are far  apa r t ) .  A l t h o u g h  the  fo rma l i sms  used in these two 
approaches:  are not  ident ical ,  the  under ly ing  geomet r i c  s t ruc tu re  of  the  p r o b l e m  
rema ins  essent ia l ly  the  same.  Here the  analys is  is done in the  f r amework  of  
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the differential case, assuming that a camera is moving in an unrestricted rigid 
manner while imaging a static scene. Although a solution to the SFM problem 
may involve several information sources which are fused, it always proceeds in 
two steps, first estimating the rigid motion between the views and second using 
the estimated 3D motion to compute the structure of the scene. The first step 
of estimating 3D motion is treated in many research papers using approaches 
that appear different. The purpose of this paper is to unify existing approaches 
to the problem into a single framework, and, in so doing, to explain why the 
problem is difficult and what approaches have the potential to provide a robust 
solution. Existing Mgorithms fall into two classes: approaches that utilize the 
epipolar constraint and the more recent approaches that utilize the "positive 
depth" constraint, the so-called direct algorithms. 

In the first case, it is assumed that the motion field is available or has been 
computed from the image sequence, i.e., that points in the images that are the 
projections of the same point in the scene have been identified. Algorithms in this 
class attempt to find the 3D motion that best satisfies the epipolar constraint 
for M1 corresponding points. In technical terms, the epipolar constraint gives rise 
to a function whose global minimization provides the desired 3D motion. The 
high dimensionality (there are five motion parameters, three for the rotation 
and two for the direction of translation) and nonlinearity of this function have 
made it difficult to understand the behavior of existing algorithms. In addition, 
algorithms that first find the rotation and then on the basis of the rotational 
result find the translation often behave differently from algorithms that acquire 
the translation first and then the rotation, or from algorithms that attempt to 
find all motion parameters simultaneously. Many techniques can be found in the 
literature. These include algorithms that first estimate the rotation using either 
nonlinear equations [19] or search in the space of rotational parameters [4], [20]; 
algorithms that first estimate the translation [1], [3], [9], [10], [15], [18], [21] 
either through the optimization of an error function or by the employment of 
the motion parallax constraint; and algorithms that solve simultaneously for the 
rotation and translation which are mostly based on the linearization introduced 
in [14]. 

Algorithms based on the epipolar constraint require that an estimate of the 
motion field or correspondence be available. Motivated by the difficulty of esti- 
mating accurate correspondence, the so-called direct algorithms employ only the 
component of the flow along the gradient direction (normal flow), which can be 
derived solely from local image information. On the basis of flow information in 
only one direction, the epipolar constraint cannot be used. The only constraint 
that can be utilized, without making any assumptions about the scene, is that 
the depth of the scene is positive (since the scene lies in front of the camera). 
Direct motion algorithms thus attempt to find the 3D motion which, when used 
with the values of the normal flow to compute depth, yields the smallest number 
of image points with negative depths. As in the case of the epipolar constraint, 
the minimization of negative depth is quite difficult due to high dimensionality 
and nonlinearity. 
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The constraint of negative depth has been used for 3D motion estimation in 
the case of a general rigid motion in [7]. The techniques proposed there solve 
simultaneously for both the translation and rotation, and are implemented as 
search procedures in lower-dimensional subspaces. Earlier techniques which em- 
ploy normal flow measurements only have assumed purely rotational flow fields 
[ll] or purely translational flow fields [11]. One might employ the first class of 
algorithms for flow fields which contain small translations, and the second class 
for flow fields which contain small rotations; or one might use inertial sensor 
information to estimate rotation. In these cases one deMs with the situation of 
having an error in either the translation or the rotation, on the basis of which 
3D motion estimation must be achieved. 

What  is it that  makes 3D motion estimation difficult? What  is the relation- 
ship between solutions obtained from minimization of the epipolar constraint 
and from minimization of negative depth? Is one approach better than the other 
with respect to some criterion? Why is it that  algorithms that  compute trans- 
lation and rotation in different orders have different behaviors? These are the 
questions addressed in this paper. On the basis of a statistical model for the 
scene we derive functions representing deviation from the epipolar constraint or 
the amount  of negative depth, and we study these functions with regard to their 
topographic structure. To be more precise, we are interested in the relationships 
between the errors in 3D motion at the points representing the minima of the 
functions. Our analysis is performed both in the absence of error in the image 
measurements-- in  which case it becomes a geometric analysis of the inherent 
confusion between rotation and t ransla t ion--and in the case where the image 
measurements are corrupted by noise that  satisfies an appropriate model. The 
next section reviews the basic image formation model, introduces the proba- 
bilistic models used, describes the ideas underlying the analysis, and finishes by 
summarizing the results and comparing them with earlier studies. 

2 O v e r v i e w  a n d  P r o b l e m  S t a t e m e n t  

2.1 P r e r e q u i s i t e s  

We describe the motion of the observer by its translational velocity t = (U, V, W) 
and its rotational velocity w = (a,/3,7) with respect to a coordinate system 
O X Y Z  fixed to the nodal point of the camera. Image formation is modeled as 
perspective projection on a plane orthogonal to the Z axis at distance f from 
the nodal point. Thus the image points p with coordinates r = (x, y) are related 

to the scene points P = (X, Y, Z) through the relation (x, y) = (-~-,  -~2). As 

a consequence of the well-known scaling ambiguity, only the direction of trans- 
lation expressed through the image coordinates (x0, Y0) = (-~-, - ~ )  (referred to 
as the focus of expansion (FOE) or focus of contraction, depending on whether 
W is positive or negative) and the scaled depth W/Z are obtainable from image 
information. If we also allow a noise term N = (N~, Ny) we obtain the following 
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equations for the flow measurements (v(r) = (u(x, y), v(x, y)): 

v(x, y) = ~'(~'Y) + = (Y - Yo)2- + o~ + f _ flr.jz _ 7x + Ny Z Z 
(1) 

where ",tr(r)Z ---- (~'(~'Y)z , ~'(~'Y)) and Vrot(r) = (Urot(X,y),Vrot(X,y)) are the 
translational and rotational flow components, respectively. Therefore, the com- 
ponent of flow u~(x, y) along any direction n(r) = (n~(x, y), ny(x, y)) is 

~tn(X,y)-~ ( Y ~ q - U r o t ( X , y ) q - N x )  nx(x ,y)  

q- (Very'Y) q-Vrot(X,y)-}- Ny) ny(x,y ) . ( 2 )  

2.2 T h e  M o d e l  

In its instantaneous form the epipolar constraint is obtained from (1) by sub- 
traction of the rotational components and projection on the vector perpendicular 
to the translational component. Assuming noiseless flow measurements, that  is, 
N = 0, and dropping in the notation the dependence of vectors on ( x, y), the 
epipolar constraint amounts to (u - ~trot)Vtr - ( v  - V r o t ) U t r  : O. The Euclidean 
norm is usually used as error norm, leading to least square error minimization. 
It is assumed that  estimates for the full flow (u, v) have been obtained. Let 
(?~tr, Vtr) denote the estimates of the direction of the translational component 
and let (/~rot, ?)rot) denote the estimates of the rotational components, and let 
FV denote the field of view. The estimates of interest are those which minimize 

~ ((~t - -  Urot)  ?)tr - -  (V - -  Vrot)  ~ t r )  2 dx dy. 
FV 

(3) 

If negative depth estimates are considered, it is assumed that  not the full flow vec- 
tors, but only a component, u~, of the flow vectors along some direction (n~, ny) 
is available (usually the normal flow). From this flow component the estimated 
depth, 2,  is derived (from (2)) as 2 = atjn~+~r2~ and it is negative if the Un--UroCnx--Vrotny ' 
numerator and denominator have opposite sign. Thus, for given translational and 
rotational estimates, a negative depth value is estimated at point (x, y) with flow 
estimate in the direction (n~, ny) if (u~ - Gotn~ - Vrotny)(tttrnx + Vtrny) <~ 0. 
As a measure of the minimization of negative depth values the sum of all points 
p(x, y) yielding negative depth estimates is considered, that  is, 

~ { p ( x ,  y )  I ( (  u n  - -  Ur~  --  V r o t n y )  (?~trnx q- ~ ) t rny) )  < O}dx dy .  
FV 

(4) 

We need a statistical model for the scene which does justice to our goal of 
providing a comparison between the different minimizations. In particular, we 
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are interested in the expected values of 3D motion estimates resulting f rom the 
different minimizations. Therefore, we assume that  the depth of the scene is 
uniformly distributed between certain min imum and m a x i m u m  values. For the 
minimization of negative depth values we further assume that  the directions in 
which flow measurements are made are uniformly distributed in every direction 
for every depth. 

Considering (u, v) as functions of x, y, Z and un as a function of x, y, Z, n, 
where we parameterize n by r the angle between n and the x axis, the function 
studied in the case of epipolar constraint minimization therefore amounts  to 

Zmax 

/ //((u-ftrot)~Jtr-(V-Vrot)Utr)2dxdydZ (5) 
Z :  gra in  F V  

and the function studied in the case of minimization of negative depth values 
amounts  to 

/7// 
•----0 Z----Zmi n F V  

{p(x, y) I ((Un -- l~rotnx -- Vrotny)(Utrnx -1- Vtrny)) < O)dx d y d Z d r  (6) 

The desired model for the noise should be such that  no specific directions are 
favored and that  there is a dependence between noise and depth, because the 
translational flow component  is proportional  to the inverse depth. Therefore we 
define noise using two stochastic variables e = (ez, %) and 6 = (6=, 6u): 

1 
(N=, Ny) = ( ~ ,  ey) ~ + ( ~ ,  ~ ) ,  (7) 

with the first and second moments  being E(ex) = E(%)  = E(Sx) = E(Su) = 
2 E(exey) O, and 0,E( D = = E(6  y) = 0, E ( c D  = E(c ) : 

all stochastic variables being independent of each other, independent of image 
position, and independent of the depth. 

In the following sections we first study the functions as they arise f rom noise- 
less flow. The idea behind this is that  noise which is of no specific bias does not 
alter the qualitative structure of the function. To be more precise, we are inter- 
ested in certain local min ima of the function, which can explain the behavior 
of different minimization techniques. For our purpose, we view the functions as 
five-dimensional in the three rotational and two translational error parameters .  
Clearly, if there is no noise in the image measurements the functions have their 
global min ima at 0, the point where all motion errors are zero. 

A technique which a t tempts  3D motion estimation in two steps, for exam- 
ple, by first est imating the rotational parameters,  probably with some error, is 
confined in the second step to the subspace of translational parameters  corre- 
sponding to the rotational error occurring in the first step. Thus our functions 
characterize these techniques through their local min ima in the space of transla- 
tional error parameters  corresponding to a fixed rotational error. To characterize 
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techniques which a t tempt  global minimization, we consider the lowest valleys of 
the functions in two-dimensional subspaces which pass through 0. In the image 
processing literature, such local minima are often referred to as ravine lines or 
courses. 

2.3 Negative Depth  and Distortion of Depth  

We consider as image measurements the projections of the flow field on certain 
directions (e.g., the normal flow field). If the 3D motion is estimated correctly, 
and there is no noise in the image measurements, the depth of the scene in view 
can be derived correctly from (2). However, an error in the estimation of the 
3D motion parameters and the image measurements will result in computation 
of a distorted version of the depth. We use letters with hat signs to represent 
estimated quantities, unmarked letters to represent the actual quantities, and 
the subscript "c" to denote errors, where we define the error quantity to be the 
actual quantity minus the estimated one (e.g., Utr~ : Utr --  Utr,  X0~ : X0 --  ~:0, 

a~ = ~ - &, etc.). 

The estimated depth can be derived from (2) as Z = ~.--(~ro,~+~ro,~y)~'r~=+~'r~V or 

( utrnx+Vtrnv ) 
2 ~- Z utrnx + Vtrny + Z (urot, n~ + Vro% rsy + gxnx + Nyrsy ) (8) 

If we set W = 1 and W = 1 this amounts to 2 = Z �9 D, with 

~ t r n x  + ~)trny 
D =  

Utrnx + Vtrr~y + Z (Urot~nx + Vrot~ny) + Z (Na~r~ + Yyny) " 

This equation describes for any fixed direction (n=, ny) a surface in xyZ space 
which we have called an iso-distortion surface. Any such surface is to be under- 
stood as a locus of points in space which are distorted in depth by the same 
multiplicative factor if the image measurements are in direction (n=, ny). The 
iso-distortion surfaces of a family intersect in a curve and they change continu- 
ously as we vary D. Thus all scene points giving rise to negative depth estimates 
lie between the 0 and - c o  distortion surfaces. The integral over all points (for 
all directions) giving rise to negative depth estimates we call the negative depth 
volume. 

Let us now consider a single image point (x, y). For any depth value Z, the 
range of directions yielding negative depth estimates is defined by the angle a 
between the estimated and the actual image flow vector, or equivalently the two 
vectors 9t~ and vt~ + Z(vrot~ + N) (see Fig. 1). Thus, the angle a describes for 
every Z the contribution of the point to the negative depth volume. 

The distortion factor for any direction n corresponds to the ratio of the 
projections of the two vectors ~rtr and Vtr + Z(Vrot~ + N) on n. The larger a 
is, the more the distortion will be spread out over the different directions, and 
probabilistically the more distorted the computed depth of the scene. Thus, the 
nmnber of negative depth values corresponding to a wrong motion estimate is 
proportional to how well the actual depth of the scene in view is computed. 
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Fig. 1. The angle a between 9,r Fig. 2. Different measures used in minimization 
and Vtr § Zvrot, can be consid- constraints. (a) / a  in the minimization of nega- 
ered as a measure of the number tive depth values from projections of motion fields. 
of negative depth values, and also (b) a 2 in the epipolar constraint 
as a measure of the smoothness of 
the depth for a surface patch 

2.4 M i n i m i z a t i o n  C o n s t r a i n t s  a n d  S u m m a r y  o f  R e s u l t s  

Let us examine the different minimization terms considered here from a geomet- 
rical Perspective. 

When deriving the deviation from the epipolar constraint we consider inte- 
gration over all points and depth values of the expression ((u - firot)~tr - (v - 

,~• where ~ denotes the Vrot,)fitr) 2 or, equivalently, ((Vtr + Z(Vrot, + N ) ) "  t r ]  , 

vector perpendicular to Vtr. When deriving the number  of negative depth values 
we consider integration over all points and depth values of the angle ~ between 
the two vectors vt~ and V t r + Z  (Vrot~ + N).  An illustration is given in Fig. 2. The 
two measures considered in the two different minimizations are clearly related 
to each other. In the case of negative depth we consider the angle a,  whereas in 
the case of the epipolar constraint we consider the squared distance a 2, which 
amounts  to (tan allgtrll) 2. 

The major  difference in using the two measures arises for angles a > 900 . The 
measure for negative depth is monotonic in a,  but the measure for the deviation 
from the epipolar constraint is not, because it does not differentiate between 
depth estimates of positive and negative value. The main constraints obtained 
f rom the minimization of the functions in (5) and (6) are as follows: 

1. Considering the epipolar constraint as a minimization criterion: 
(a) For a fixed rotational error we obtain a translational error which depends 

on all the rotational error parameters  as well as the actual translation. 
(b) For a fixed translational error we obtain a rotational error of the form 

7, = 0 and ~ = ~ that  is, there is no error in the est imate of the 

cyclotorsion, and the projection of the translational error on the image 
plane is perpendicular to the projection of the rotational error on the 
image plane. 

(c) The min ima  characterizing global minimization are also defined by the 
constraints, 7~ = 0 and -P" = =o__~. In addition, we have the constraints 

0~r YOe 
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= ~ and sgn(x0) = sgn(x0~), that is, the projection of the actual 
Yo Yo 
translation and the projection of the estimated translation lie on a line 
passing through the image center, and the estimated FOE is biased to- 
ward the image center. 
To make future discussions easier, we will refer to the constraint ~~ = 

Y0e 

- ~  as the "orthogonality constraint," and to ~ = ~ as the "line 
c~ Yo Yo 

constraint." 
2. Considering the number of negative depth values estimated on the basis of 

normal flow as a minimization criterion: 
(a, b) Whether there is a fixed rotational error or a fixed translational error, 

we always have ~o~ = -p~. For a fixed translational error, in addition, 
YOe ~ 

% = 0 .  
(c) Global minimization is characterized, as for the epipolar constraint, 

by the two constraints =o___~ = ~ and ~ = ~ but here sgn(x0) = 
Yor oce yo YO ' 

-sgn(x0~), that  is, the estimated FOE is further from the image center 
than the actual FOE. 

A large number of error analyses have been carried out [2], [6], [12], [23] 
in the past. None of the existing studies, however, has a t tempted a topographic 
characterization of the function to be minimized for the purpose of analyzing dif- 
ferent motion techniques. All the studies consider optical flow or correspondence 
as image measurements and investigate minimizations based on the epipolar 
constraint. Often, restrictive assumptions about the structure of the scene or 
the estimator have been made, but the main results obtained are in accordance 
with our findings. In particular, the following results already occur in the liter- 
ature: (a) Translation along the x axis can be easily confounded with rotation 
around the y axis, and translation along the y axis can be easily confounded 
with rotation around the x axis, for small fields of view and insufficient depth 
variation. This fact has long been known from experimental observation, and 
has been proved for planar scene structures and unbiased estimators [5]. The 
orthogonality constraint found here confirms these findings, and imposes even 
more restrictive constraints. It shows, in addition, that  the z-translation and 
y-rotation, and y-translation and x-rotation, are not decoupled. Furthermore, 
we have found that  rotation around the Z axis can be most easily distinguished 
from the other motion components. (b) If the error metric of (3) is used in the 
minimization, the translation is biased toward the viewing direction. This is be- 
cause the metric is not appropriately normalized [22]. (c) Maybank [17], [18] and 
Jepson and Heeger [12] established the line constraint, but under more restrictive 
assumptions. In particular, they showed that  for a small field of view, a trans- 
lation t far away from the image center and an irregular surface, the function 
in (3) has its minima along a line in the space of translation directions which 
passes through the true translation and the viewing direction. Under fixation 
the viewing direction becomes the image center. 

The next two sections provide the analysis for the functions resulting from the 
minimization of deviation from the epipolar constraint (Sect. 3) and minimiza- 
tion of the number of negative depth values from projections of flow (Section 4). 
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3 M i n i m i z a t i o n  o f  D e v i a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  E p i p o l a r  

C o n s t r a i n t  

In the analyses throughout this paper we consider a small field of view. Since 
the quadratic terms in the image coordinates are small relative to the linear and 
constant terms, we perform the simplification of dropping the quadratic terms. 

If we consider a circular aperture of radius e, and set the focal length f = 1, 
we obtain from (5) the function E to be minimized in the form 

X - -  X 0 
E =  r ~- ~ + ~ v  + iv~ ( y - g 0 )  

Z=Zmi~ r=O r  

= : o  § (. 

where (r, r are polar coordinates. 
We first s tudy the function ENF resulting from a noise-free flow field. Setting 

N~ = Ny = 0 and substituting for x = r cos ~ and y = r sin ~ we obtain 

f l  2 4 

1 
+/3~)e2 + (~0c~e + ~)o~e)2)+(ln(Zmax)-ln(Zmin))(~(37e(xo~Y0 

-v0.~0) + ~0.n~ - v0o~)~ ~ + 2(~0.y0 - y0.~0)(~0~ + ~0n~)) 

-~- Z m i n  Z m a x  

To illuminate the behavior of different motion estimation techniques we study 
the function ENF with regard to the minimization of different sets of errors in 
the 3D motion parameters.  

We start  the analysis with techniques which as a first step est imate the 
rotation. Let us assume a rotational error (a~, ~ ,  "f~) Solving for o_Kar_ = 0 and 

�9 0iV0 e 

OENF __ 0, we obtain elaborate expressions for x0~, Y0~. The translational error Oyo~ 
depends on all the other parameters,  that  is, the rotational error, the actual 
translation, the image size, and the depth interval. All the parameters  of the 
rotational error are coupled with the actual translation. 

To understand the behavior of techniques which est imate the translation as a 
first step, assuming a certain translational error (x0~, Y0~), we solve for ~ o ~  = 0, 

0 E N F  _ ~ = 0 and obtain o~ - 0 and o~ 

ae y0~(ln(Zmax) -- ln(Zmin)) /3~ -x0~(ln(Zmax) -- ln(Zmin)) 
= , = , 7 ~ = 0 .  

Z m a  x - -  Z m i  n Z m a x  - Z m i  n 
(10) 
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From (10) follows the orthogonality constraint, a~/fl~ = -xo , /Yo , .  
Often 3D motion estimation is achieved by searching for the correct trans- 

lation in the two-dimensional space of directions of translation [9], [17]. Such 
techniques estimate the 3D motion by evaluating for every possible candidate 
translation a minimization of the error term described in (3) or a similar one 
with regard to the rotation. To investigate the behavior of such techniques, we 
ask what direction of translational error minimizes ENF for a given amount of 

translational error Cx02, + y02. Substituting (10) into (9) and expressing the 

translational error as x0~ = K cos ~ and Y0, = K sin ~, we solve for OENF = 0 
and obtain: xo,/Yo, = xo/yo. This means that for such techniques the estimated 
translation is described by the line constraint: The projection of the translational 
error and the projection of the actual translation, and thus the projection of the 
estimated translation, lie on a line passing through the image center. 

To understand the behavior of techniques that  minimize simultaneously for 
both the translation and rotation, we study the subspaces in which ENF changes 
the least at its absolute minimum; that  is, we are interested in the direction of 
the smallest second derivative at 0, the point where all motion errors are zero. 
To find this direction, we compute the Hessian at 0, that  is, the matrix of the 
second derivatives of ENF with regard to the five motion error parameters, and 
compute the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. 

The scaled components of this vector amount to 

x% = x o ,  Yor =Yo, t 3 e = - a e  ~--~-, 7e = 0 ,  yo 

OQ . - ~  2YoZminZma x (In (Zmax) - in (Zmin)) / ( (Zm~x - Zmin) (ZmaxZrnin -- 1) 

+ ( (Zmax - Zmin) 2 (ZmaxZmin - 1) 2 

-'~4Z~axZmin (ln (Zmax) - In (Zmin)) 2 1/2 

As can be seen, for points defined by this direction, the translational and ro- 
tational error are characterized by the orthogonality constraint and the line 
constraint. 

Next we consider noise in the flow measurements. We model the noise (N=, Ny) 
as defined in (7) and derive E(E) ,  the expected value of E, which amounts to 

Zm~x 2~r ] 

I I 
Z=Z,ni~ 4,=0 r=O 

(11) 

and thus 
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If we fix ae, ~ ,  and 7~, and solve for OE(E), = 0 and OE(E) = 0, we obtain 
OXor Oyoe 

as before a complicated relationship between the translational error, the actual 
translation, and the rotational error. 

OE(E) OE(E) If we fix x0, and Y0, and solve for 0E(E) = 0, = 0 and = 0, we Oa~ Ofl~ 07~ 
obtain the same relationship as for noiseless flow described in (10). 

This shows that  the noise does not alter the expected behavior of techniques 
which in a first step minimize either the rotation or the translation. 

To analyze the behavior of techniques which minimize for all 3D motion 
parameters, we study the global minimum of E(E).  From minimization with 
regard to the rotational parameters, we obtained (10). Substituting (10) into 
(11) and solving for OZ(E) = 0 and 0E(E) = 0, we get, in addition, 

OXOe OYoe 

2 xo. = 4xo(Zmax - Zmin) 2 (0 .2 + o'6Zmax~min ) / 

(Zmax -- Zmin) 2 (4a~ + 4o'2Zmax~min + e 2) 

-ZmaxZmine2(ln(Zmax) --ln(Zmin)) 2) 

Y0~ =x0r176 . 
x o  

Thus the absolute minimum of E(E) is to be found in the direction of smallest 
increase in ENF, and is described by the constraint 7~ = 0, by the orthogonality 
constraint, and by the line constraint. Furthermore, it can be verified from the 
above equations that  sgn(x0) = sgn(x0~), that  is, the estimated FOE is closer to 
the image center than the actual FOE. 

4 M i n i m i z a t i o n  o f  N e g a t i v e  D e p t h  V o l u m e  

In the following analysis we study the function describing the negative depth 
values geometrically, by means of the negative depth volumes, that  is, the points 
corresponding to negative depth distortion as defined in Sect. 2.3. This allows 
us to incrementally derive properties of the function without considering it with 
respect to all its parameters at once. For simplicity, we assume that  the FOE and 
the estimated FOE are inside the image, and we do not consider the exact effects 
resulting from volumes of negative depth in different directions being outside the 
field of view. 

We first concentrate on the noiseless case. If, as before, we ignore terms 
quadratic in the image coordinates, the 0 distortion surface becomes 

(~ - eo) ~ + (v - vo) n~ = 0 (12) 

and the - o c  distortion surface takes the form 

(x - x o ) ~  + (v - v o ) ~  + z ( ( - ~  + ~ y )  ~ + ( ~  - ~ x )  ~ )  = 0 .  (13) 

The flow directions (n~, nv) can alternatively be written as (cos r sin r with 
r E [0, ~r] denoting the angle between [n=, nv] T and the x axis. 
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To simplify the visualization of the volumes of negative depth in different 
directions, we perform the following coordinate transformation to align the flow 
direction with the x axis: for every r we rotate the coordinate system by angle 
r to obtain the new coordinates 

[x"yqT = R[x'y]T' ' ' T  [ ]  IX0, YO ] = R[xo, yo] T cos r sin r 
[~,t)~]T R[~0,^ T where R = = Y0] , [a/,/3~'] T = R[a,,/3,] T - sin r cos r 

Thus, (12) and (13) become (x' - J?~) = 0 and (x' - x0') + Z (-f ie '  + 7eY') = 0. 
To investigate techniques which, as a first step, estimate the rotation, we first 

study the case of 7, = 0 and then extend the analysis to the general case. 
If 7, = 0, the volume of negative depth values for every direction r lies 

between the surfaces (x' - i:~) = 0 and (z '  - x0') - /3~ 'Z = 0. 
The equation ( x ' - 2 ~ )  = 0 describes a plane parallel to the y/Z plane at 

distance 2~ from the origin, and (x' - xo') - / 3 / Z  = 0 describes a plane parallel 
to the y' axis of slope ~-j, which intersects the x'y' plane in the x t coordinate x0'. 

Thus we obtain a wedge-shaped volume parallel to the y' axis. Fig. 3 illustrates 
the volume through a slice parallel to the x 'Z  plane. 

The scene in view extends between the depth values Z m i n  and Zm~x. We 
denote by Ar the area of the cross section parallel to the x 'Z  plane through the 
negative depth volume in direction ~b. 

If x0' lies between ' ' / , gzm~. / ^, X0 -[-/3cZmin and , az=z.~i. xo +/3~Zm~x then Ar = tXo-Xo-  
~ / Z I d Z  , which amounts to 

x%'2 (14) Ar : xo~'(Zma x -'[- Zmin) -{- (Zmax 2 2r- Zmin 2) 2v 

If we fix/3e and solve OAr = 0 for x 0 / w e  obtain: 

' /3e! (gmax "~- Zmin) (15) XO~ ~ --y 

that  is, the 0 distortion surface has to intersect the -(x~ distortion surface in the 
middle of the depth interval in the plane Z = (Zm~+Zm~.) 2 

! 

f-~ depends only on the depth interval, and thus is independent of the di- 

rection, r Therefore, the negative depth volume is minimized if (15) holds for 
every direction. Since/3e / = cos r - sin r and x 0 / =  cos ex0,  + sin ey0~, we 
obtain -~- = Yoe c~e 

For the case of 7e r 0 the same result is true. Before, we found that  for a 
given rotatioiaal error (a~,/3~) and % = 0 the smallest volume of negative depth 

~ IZm&xJVZmin which we express as xo' + f l /Zz .  values is obtained if x~ = xo' + t-,~ 2 , 
In this case of % # 0, we study the change of volume V, as a?~ changes from 
xo'+/3~'ZI. In particular, a change in the position of ~?~ to ~?~+d causes a change 
in negative depth volume for any direction which amounts to: 

Vc = - s g n  (%) 7--/d (2/3et (Zma x __ Z m i n )  - (2/3e'ZI + d) (ln (Zmax) - I n  (Zmin))) 

(10) 
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' + ~  x ' )  xo P~ .,~ 

Fig. 3. Slice parallel to the x~Z plane Fig. 4. Slices parallel to the x~f plane 
through the volume of negative estimated through the 0 distortion surface (Co) and 
depth for a single direction the -c~  distortion surface at depth val- 

ues Z = Zmi. (C~), Z = - ~  (C~), and 
z = z ~  (c~) 

By solving 0y~ = 0 it is found that  the min imum negative depth volume is 
Od 

obtained if x I = /3' (Zm.x--Z.,in) 0~ - -  e ln(Zr.~x)-ln(Zmln) holds for every direction, which means 

*o__~r = _ ~__~ independent of %. 
Yoe o~ 

Next let us consider techniques which first est imate the translation. We fix 
the translational error. Using Fig. 4, it can be seen that  for every direction r the 
area of negative depth values for every depth Z increases as 7~ increases. Thus 

7 ~ = 0 .  
OA~ By solving ~ = 0 we obtain 

, _ / 3 / / . / (  Zm~x2 + Z m i n  2) 
(17) 

X0~ ~-- V 2 ' 

that  is, the 0 distortion surface and the - o o  distortion surface intersect in the 
r , 

plane Z = (Zm~x2+Zmi"O. Again, since ~ depends only on the depth interval, 

the total  negative depth volume is minimized if ~~ = - ~ .  There exists a sym- 
Yoe Ore 

metry  in the function defined by the negative depth values tha t  doesn' t  exist in 
the function arising from the epipolar constraint. Whether  we consider a fixed 
rotational error or whether we consider a fixed translational error, we obtain the 
orthogonali ty constraint. 

Next we investigate techniques which minimize both the translation and ro- 
tat ion at once. We know that  % = 0 and ~o~ = -p~. The exact relationship 

Yoe c~e 
of fit to x ~ is characterized by the locations of local min ima  of the function { 0e 
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Ar which in the image processing literature are often referred to as "courses." 
(These are not courses in the topographical sense [13].) To be more precise, we 
are interested in the local minima of AO in the direction corresponding to the 
largest second derivative. We compute the largest eigenvalue, A1, of the Hessian, 
H,  of Ar that  is the matr ix of the second derivatives of Ar with respect to x I 0r 

2 oe and/3t~, which amounts to H = ~ ~,2,~ and obtain A1 = ~ + p,3 - -2~o~' ~ ~ 

The corresponding eigenvector, e l ,  is (/3~c,-x~). Solving for el �9 VAr = 0, we 
obtain 

x' = fl'6-2/a( ( 18(Zm~x + Zmin) , \ \ -  

2 2 4)3)1/2)  2/3 
+61/2 (54(Zmax + Zmin) 2 - (Zma x + Zmi n - 

2 2 4 ) ) / (  18(Zmax + groin) --61/3 (Zma x + Zmin - 
/ 

(54(Zmax + Zmin) 2 -  (Z2max + Z2min -- 4))1/2 ~ 
1/3 

+61/2 
/ 

(18) 

Last in our analysis of the noiseless case, we consider the effects due to the 
finiteness of the aperture. As before, we consider a circular aperture. We assume @2 a certain amount of translational error 0~ + Y02~, and we seek the direction of 

translational error that  results in the smallest negative depth volume. 

Independent of the direction of translation, (18) describes the relationship of 
x0~ and/?~ for the smallest negative depth volume. Substituting (18) into (14), we 
obtain the cross-section through the negative depth volume as a function of z 0 /  
and the depth interval. The negative depth volume for every direction r amounts 
to Acle, where Ir denotes the average extent of the wedge-shaped negative 
depth volume in direction r The total negative depth volume is minimized if 
fo Acledr is minimized. Considering a circular aperture, this minimization is 
achieved if the largest Ar corresponds to the smallest extent 1 e and the smallest 
Ar corresponds to the largest lr This happens when the line constraint holds, 
that  is, ~ = ~ and sgn(x0) = -sgn(x0~), that  is, when the estimated FOE is y0 y'o' 
further from the image center than the actual FOE (see Fig. 5). 

It remains to be shown that noise in the flow measurements does not alter 
the qualitative characteristics of the negative depth volume and thus the results 
obtained. First we analyze the orthogonality constraint. The analysis for the 
general case is carried out without considering the size of the aperture; as will 
be shown, this analysis leads to the orthogonality constraint. To begin, let % = 0. 
Ignoring the image size, we are interested in E(V),  the expected value of the 
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Fig. 5. Cross-sectional view of the wedge-shaped negative depth volumes in a circular 
aperture. The minimization of the negative depth volume for a given amount of trans- 
lational error occurs when ~0 = ~ Ar and 1r denote the areas of the cross sections yo Y'o " 
and average extents respectively, for two angles r and r The two circles bounding 

I 
Ar  are  g iven  by  t h e  e q u a t i o n s  x '  ~--- X!0e j -  fl~Zmint a n d  x '  : x0,' + fl~Zm~x 

integral of the cross sections Ar which amounts to 

E ( v )  = E ) 
Z = Z m i n  

Approximat ing the expectation of the inner integral through a Taylor expan- 
sion at 0 up to second order, we obtain an expression for E ( V )  (see [8]). We 
are interested in the angle tt between the translational and rotat ional  error 
which minimizes the negative depth volume. If  we align the translational er- 
ror with the x axis, Y0. = 0, and if we express the rotational error as (-/3~, a~) = 

(K cos #, K sin #), we obtain a new expression for E ( V )  and, solving for OE(V:) 0# ---- 
0, we obtain tt = 0, which shows(x0r to he perpendicular to ((~,fl~), if 
% = 0, for all minimizations considered. 

Next, we allow 7~ to be different from zero. For the case of a fixed translational 
error, again, the volume increases as 7~ increases, and thus the smallest negative 
depth volume occurs for % = 0. For the case of a fixed rotational error we have 
to extend the previous analysis (studying the change of volume when changing 
the est imated translation) to noisy motion fields: The -cx~ distortion surface 
becomes x ~ - X~o - Zfl~ + Z % y  ~ + Z 5  ~ + c ~ and the 0 distortion surfaces remain the 
same. Therefore, Vc becomes -sgn(7~)~(2(fl '~ - 5')(Zmax - Zmin) -- (2fl'~Zr + 
2 d +  d)(ln(Zmax) - ln(Zmin))), and E ( V c )  takes the same form as V c  in (16). 
We thus obtain the orthogonality constraint for % ~ 0. 

Finally, we take into account the limited extent of a circular aperture for 
the case of global minimization. As noise does not change the structure of the 
iso-distortion surfaces, as shown in Fig. 5, in the presence of noise, too, the 
smallest negative depth volume is obtained if the FOE and the est imated FOE 
lie on a line passing through the image center. This proves the orthogonali ty 
constraint for the full model as well as the line constraint. The global min imum 
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of the negative depth volume is thus described by the constraint % = 0, the 
orthogonality constraint, the line constraint, and sgn(x0) = -sgn(x0, ) .  

5 C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  F u t u r e  D i r e c t i o n s  

The goal of this study was to uncover inherent ambiguities in the computation of 
structure from motion using a geometric methodology that  allowed us to identify 
specific biases in a variety of published 3D motion estimation algorithms. These 
algorithms at tempt  to estimate 3D motion from multiple views by optimizing a 
criterion or an objective function. The question we asked was: If an optimization 
technique provides an answer, i.e., it yields a point satisfying the properties 
of a global minimum, have we then computed the correct answer for the 3D 
motion parameters? The answer is, in general, no. We arrived at this result by 
studying the topographic structure of the objective functions to be minimized. 
This topographic structure reveals how rotation and translation can be confused 
while still satisfying the objective optimization criterion, both in the presence of 
noise in the image measurements and in the absence of noise. 

The nature of the present study is such that it allows us to draw a number 
of general conclusions that are of interest to computer vision practitioners and 
developers of algorithms for recovering the rigid transformation relating differ- 
ent views: (a) Algorithms based on the epipolar constraint that  first recover 
the rotation and subsequently, on the basis of the rotational result, recover the 
translation, should in general be avoided, because the dependence of the error 
on the actual translation, as well as the form of that  dependence, may result 
in unpredictable results. (b) Algorithms based on the epipolar constraint that  
first estimate the translation or estimate all parameters simultaneously, and all 
possible direct algorithms, have solutions at which the errors satisfy the orthogo- 
nality constraint, whose consequences are more predictable. Actually, algorithms 
that  estimate all parameters together, such as those based on estimating the 
fundamental matr ix [16], yield solutions for which the error satisfies both the or- 
thogonality and line constraints. This means that  even if solutions are obtained 
with some error, a number of statistical properties of this error are available, 
making further developments possible. (c) The line constraint shows that  the 
tilt of the FOE (or epipole) is more reliably estimated than its slant. (d) Epipo- 
lar minimization based on correspondence or optic flow turns out to have the 
same properties as direct algorithms that minimize the amount of negative depth 
based on normal flow. 
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